Thank you for purchasing Freeze Machines from Sonicstate.com, we hope you enjoy the
endless ambient possibilities of this set of Rack Presets.
They were inspired by experiments with building textures in reverbs that provide the Freeze
function  specifically the Vintage Room in the Behringer X Air XR18™, based on the classic
Quantec Room Simulator ™, most notably used by Peter Gabriel for building sound textures.
This idea was turned into Ableton Racks by the talented Ben Wilson (aka DivKid).
There are six separate Freeze Machines, each with it's own sonic character and tweakable
parameters for sending into the lush, frozen reverb.
Requirements:
You will need: Ableton Standard 9 with Operator, Analog and Electric instruments
installed. Or Ableton Live Suite 9 up (these instruments are included).
Installation:
Download and unzip the package to your hard drive.
The Freeze Machines V1 folder contains the following:
TriFMFreezeMachine.adg
Saw5FreezeMachine .adg
PWMFreezeMachine.adg
FXonlyFreezeMachine.adg
EPFreezeMachine.adg
AdditiveFreezeMachine.adg
FreezeMachinesv1manual.pdf
installing.txt
Drag and Drop:
Launch Ableton Live, in the file system of your computer locate the Freeze Machines folder,
drag any of the .adg files onto a MIDI track in Live.
Install Into Your Library:
Locate your Instrument Racks Folder
Move or Copy the Freeze Machines V1 folder you unzipped into this location:
Mac:
[username]/Music/Ableton/User Library/Presets/Instruments/Instrument Rack
PC:
\Users\[username]\Documents\Ableton\User Library\Presets\Instruments\Instrument Rack
Launch Ableton Live (or relaunch if it's already running)
The Freeze Machine V1 presets will now show up in your User Library under:
Presets/Instruments/Instrument Racks/Freeze Machines v1
These presets can be used on any MIDI track
and will accept MIDI note input to play the
instrument.
TriFMFreezeMachine.adg
Saw5FreezeMachine .adg
PWMFreezeMachine.adg
FXonlyFreezeMachine.adg
EPFreezeMachine.adg
AdditiveFreezeMachine.adg

Note: The FXonlyFreezeMachine.adg is different in that it can be used on audio tracks or
MIDI tracks as an effect, and accepts an external sound source. Great for processing
external synths, or other instruments.
Common Macro Controls
(1) Freeze Feed  the amount of signal sent to the
frozen reverb.
(2) Freeze On/Off  when on, more signal can be
sent in to layer up the sound into the frozen reverb.
Turning off will let the reverb decay away naturally.
Values below 55=off, above = on.
(3)Freeze lvl&dcy  sets the overall decay and
level of the reverb signal.
(8) Tonal Tilt  shapes the sound of the reverb with
a combination of drive and tilt EQ, further left:
darker heavier sound. further right: lighter and
thinner. Around 64 is neutral.
Operation:
Turn on the Freeze on/off (macro 2) by turning it to above value 55, play a note, turn up
the Freeze Feed (macro 1) and layer up as much as you can handle into the frozen reverb,
you can now turn down the freeze feed, preventing any more audio being sent.
Now you can continue to play over the frozen soundscape, while the incoming signal will still
have reverb. Tweaking the Tonal Tilt (macro 8) control will lighten or darken the overall
sound.

InstanceSpecific Macro Controls
Additive
(4) Envelope Shape  changes various parameters of
the amplitude and filter envelope, the higher the
value, the longer the attack/release becomes.
(5) Wave 1/2 Blend  the balance between two
unique additive waveforms
(6) Wave 3 level  level of a third unique additive
wave
(7) Sub FM level  SubOscillator level

EP
(4) Pick Up Tone  changes the fundamental sound of
the electric piano pickup tone
(5) Click & Mallet  the balance between the ‘note’ of
the tine and ‘click’ of the hammer
(6) Force  maximum dynamic tonal variation; hard
right and you get highest velocity response
(7) Key Level  the relative level of the tonal part of the
sound: dial back for more mallet and click

PWM

(4) Envelope Shape  changes various parameters of the amplitude and filter envelope; the
higher the value, the longer the attack/release becomes
(5) Filter Cutoff  the cut off frequency of a 12dB low pass filter.
(6) Filter Res  resonance
(7) 1 Sub Osc  the level of the SubOsc tuned 12 semitones down.

Saw5
(4) Envelope Shape  changes various parameters of
the amplitude and filter envelope; the higher the value,
the longer the attack/release becomes
(5) Filter Cutoff  the cutoff frequency of a more “Moog”
style 24dB low pass filter
(6) Filter Res  resonance
(7) VCO2 Fifth Up  the level of the 2nd Osc tuned 7
semitones up

Tri FM
(4) Envelope Shape  changes various parameters of
the amplitude envelope; the higher the value, the longer
the attack/release becomes
(5) FM Tuning  coarse tuning of operator 3
(6) FM Depth  amplitude of operator 3
(7) Sub Level  level of operator 2  set at 1 octave

FXonly
(4) Tonal Tilt  shape the sound of the reverb with the
EQ tilt
(5) Ping Pong  the level of a preset ping pong delay
(tempo sync’d)
(6) St Delay Mix  wet/dry mix of additional stereo delay
(7) St Delay Time  from 22ms to 221ms for stereo
widening

Ableton Push and MIDI Controller Assignments
Freeze Machines Macros show up in Ableton’s Push and Push 2 as default together with
associated macro labels. Assigning MIDI controllers is a simple matter of hitting the MIDI
learn button in Live, clicking the desired macro, then moving the MIDI controller knob or
switch (perhaps for the Freeze on/off control) you want to assign. Once you’re done, hit the
MIDI button again to come out of assign mode..

We Recommend:
Build up ambient textures with a Freeze
Machine of your choice, then record the
result as an audio clip by routing the output
of your Freeze Machine into an Audio
Track.
Select Audio From in the input section of
your target track, then choose your Freeze
Machine track as the source.
You can build up all sorts of textures and
combine for some truly beautiful results.
Create different sets of combinations, in
different scenes, and off you go.
We hope you enjoy the Freeze Machines as
much as we have in creating and using
them.
Thanks for your support.

